
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stopping night feeds in the young toddler 
 
 
It is important to note that everyone wakes up spontaneously many times during the night.  So, even if your toddler is 
‘sleeping through’ the fact is that he is probably waking up at least 4 – 5 times a night.  Most of the time he will simply 
stir, turn over, or call out, but will be able to go back to sleep.  Should he wake fully, he will be able to go back to sleep 
independently by using comforting and familiar methods that he knows such as finger sucking, holding onto or snuggling 
down with a security object.  Poor sleepers, however, wake in the same way, but are unable to self soothe to go back to 
sleep without some sort of external intervention from a care giver such as being stroked or tickled, given a drink or 
having a parent sleep alongside them. These children therefore have difficulty staying asleep and wake up frequently in 
the night.  
 
As long as your child is not ill, it is important to know that toddlers do not need any nutritional support during the night in 
the form of milk feeds. A bedtime milk feed is always a good idea as it is a lovely end to the day where you can spend 
some quality “cuddle” time with your little toddler. Try to ensure that the feed is completed before your child falls asleep. 
 
Getting rid of night time feeds: 
 

 Remove the expectation of this middle of the night “event”, and he will no longer wake up for it. So, if he is used 
to breastfeeding or getting a bottle of milk or juice in the middle of the night, stop offering it, and he will soon 
stop waking for it.  

 Have a cup of water on his bedside table and tell him at bedtime that it is there for him if he is thirsty in the 
night, but that he needn’t wake you to tell you he is thirsty! Take him on a special outing to buy his “special cup” 
and allow him to fill it himself before going to bed.  It is also a good idea to keep a night light on, or fit a dimmer 
switch so that when he wakes in the night, he will be comforted by his familiar environment, and with a bit of 
luck, will go back to sleep on his own.  

 As long as weaning off the breast is done with a lot of emotional support from all the child’s parents, nanny etc, 
it should not interfere too much with his sleep patterns. However, if he has a sleep association with the breast, 
he will need plenty of reassurance when he wakes in the night expecting a feed !! Stay with him, hold him and 
rock him until he is asleep (no matter how much he protests!)  Do this each time he wakes.  Offer him sips of 
water in case he is thirsty.  When he is happy to comforted without a feed, but still needs you to be there, begin 
sleep training. Be firm and loving, and most of all consistent. Yes, it is as simple as that! It is important to 
implement sleep training with each waking session no matter how much he protests. 

 If you are trying to break a feeding-to-sleep habit, pick him up if he does not settle, and gently rock him until he 
falls asleep, no matter how much he protests. Only place him back into his cot when he is asleep. Repeat this 
each time he wakes. It may take a few sessions (maybe a day or two) for him to learn that he doesn’t need to 
feed in order to fall asleep.  With a bit of luck h will simply stop waking, but he may need some persuasion to go 
back to sleep totally unassisted, so you will need to move to the next step when you are ready. 
 

Getting rid of the rocking to sleep habit 
 

 Sometimes it will be easier for you to settle your little one, then leave the room for short periods of time to 
enable you to catch your breath and regroup your emotions, so when he wakes you up in the middle of the night 
expecting to be rocked back to sleep; 

 Pick him up and hold him close until he stops crying. As soon as he is calm and drowsy, but not asleep, place 
him gently back into his cot. Say some soothing words and walk away from the cot, even if he begins to protest. 

 Stay away from him for one minute, then return to his side if he is still protesting. 
 Pick him up and settle him (no matter how long it takes). Reinforce the sleep object. When he is calm and 

drowsy, but not asleep, place him gently back into his cot. 
 This time, wait for two minutes before going back to him if he is still crying, then repeat your calming strategies. 
 If necessary, repeat the procedure, each time adding two minutes of crying time before going back in to soothe 

or settle him. 
 Keep going each time he wakes in the night, starting from one minute of separation at the start of each session. 
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If you would prefer to stay in the room with him whilst he is learning to put himself to sleep 
 

 Sit with him and put a hand on him, keeping him in the lying down position (not an easy task with a wriggly 
toddler). Let him snuggle down with his sleep object.  

 Don’t move your hand, and don’t talk, except to say, “Ssshhh” quietly and repeatedly. He may wriggle and cry for 
a while – it will seem like an eternity. If he stands up, despite your hand on his back, place him back into the 
lying down position and re-offer the sleep object. Do this each time he wakes on the first night. 

 The next night (or whenever you are ready), sit next to him and don’t touch him. If he stands up, place him back 
into the lying down position. Reinforce his  sleep object. Still soothe him with your voice and your presence, no 
matter how much he protests. 

 The following night (or whenever you are ready), move further from the cot so that he can feel your presence and 
hear your voice and be soothed by this. If he stands up, place him back into the lying down position, and 
reinforce the sleep object. 

 Each subsequent night (Or you can progress at your own pace), move further away from the cot, but remain in 
the room. Each time he stands up, place him back into the lying down position, and re-enforce his sleep object. 

 Within a week (or longer if you have paced it out), you should be able to leave the room. 

 
The hardest part, of course, is to follow through with the behavior management each time he wakes in the night 
expecting to be fed or rocked back to sleep.  Persevere, it will be worth it! 
 
Next months sleep article will be “Stopping Night Feeds in the Older Toddler” 
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